
 
 

Why an Advisory Board? 
 

The life of a business owner/entrepreneur can be lonely.  Sharing your dreams, aspirations, and challenges with 
a group of likeminded individuals makes it a lot less lonely.  You will naturally raise your game as you spend 

more time with smart, successful people. 

 

Work on Your Business, Not For It 

If you want to run a successful business, you have to know how to play to your strengths. You may think that 
you can get things done better and more efficiently than anyone else. That might even be true, but all the time 

you are spending doing jobs that other people could be doing is time that you are not thinking strategically and 
implementing accordingly. 

 

Collaboration & Brainstorming 

Tap into an advisory board of experts with experiences, skills, and insights you may not have considered from 
outside of your industry.  Bring a new level of creativity to your strategic thinking. 

 

Accountability 

Develop objectives & action plans at each meeting for which the group will hold you accountable.  This kind of 
peer accountability will ensure that you maintain the disciplined behavior necessary to succeed in your 

business. 
 

Support 

Sometimes business challenges can seem overwhelming.  Whatever you are experiencing, the chances are that 
your Advisory Board colleagues have experienced the same issue.  You will never be short of alternative 

suggestions on how to solve the issues. 
 

Increased Confidence, Better Decision Making 

Better decision making means greater confidence - greater confidence spreads through your organization and 
inspires everyone to perform better.  With an Advisory Board you have your own due diligence team to ensure 

your decisions will improve your business.  
 

Expand Your Skills 
Everyone in an Advisory Board has unique skills, experiences, and connections.  Everyone is an expert at 

something, and as you interact with each other you will be working towards a definite purpose and developing 
new skills and talents. 

 

Expand Your Vision and Your Thinking 

There is a special energy that surrounds a group of success minded individuals - and energy that life the 
individual and the group.  The participants raise the bar by challenging each other to create and implement 

goals, brainstorm ideas, and support each other with total honesty, respect, and compassion. 
 

Increased Profits 

Many businesses leave money (profits) on the table.  An Advisory Board will help you take full advantage of all 
the opportunities that surround you and build your business into the huge success it deserves to be. 

 

Helping Others 

Through the years you have developed a set of skills unique to your own experiences.  You will get a great deal 
of satisfaction from sharing your experiences and helping other business owners run attain success. 

 

You Will Create Deep and Lasting Connections with Some Incredible People 


